Accurate timekeeping can be a real challenge with a highly distributed workforce. Manual processes for time reporting are vulnerable to errors, omissions, duplications and other problems, causing an undue burden on the payroll team. This results not only in wasted time and effort, but also in over- and under-payments, long payroll lead times and process inconsistencies, making it almost impossible to identify and isolate errors.

Hexagon Xalt’s Timekeeping solution eliminates the pain points associated with labor-intensive, error-prone payroll processes. Our solution automates and standardizes the entire payroll workflow, enabling workers to enter their hours in real time from the field on a smartphone or tablet. By applying custom business rules and verifying data as it is entered, Xalt Timekeeping improves accuracy and visibility while reducing overhead costs associated with payroll.
Xalt has put us ahead of our competition by allowing us to gather data electronically, automate processes, validate data entry and analyze data to make better decisions. You can create workflows that match your processes and tie into all your systems.”

– Matt Fairbanks, Chief Information Officer, VECA Electric

Key features and benefits:

- Automates the payroll process and validates data in real time
- Eliminates lag time by allowing data to be entered in real time from the field
- Prevents errors caused by manual processes and human error
- Ensures the right people are accounted for in the payroll process
- Reduces overhead costs associated with inefficient payroll workflows
- Provides granular timekeeping data and makes it available as needed
- Removes bottlenecks and non-value-added steps in the payroll process
- Ensures compliance by applying business rules and enforcing process adherence
- Enables customized rules to be implemented for any workplace
- Calculates overtime automatically and applies rules for exceptions

Don’t waste time and money on error-prone manual payroll processes! Xalt Timekeeping solves your payroll challenges by standardizing data entry and validating, preventing human errors and reducing the burden on your payroll team. The result is greater efficiency, productivity and reliability in your payroll operations.

To learn more about Timekeeping workflow or to explore our construction solutions’ portfolio visit hexagonxalt.com/industry-stories/construction.

Accelerate your digital transformation

Hexagon is a global leader in digital reality solutions, combining sensor, software and autonomous technologies. We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, productivity, quality and safety across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, public sector and mobility applications.

Our technologies are shaping production and people-related ecosystems to become increasingly connected and autonomous – ensuring a scalable, sustainable future.

Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has approximately 21,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales of approximately 3.8bn EUR. Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.

Hexagon’s Xalt Solutions accelerates your digital transformation by solving your workplace challenges with the industry’s most agile framework, supported by innovative, tailored solutions.